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PART I: OVERVIEW OF THE ISRAELI
ECONOMY - 2018
The Israeli economy continues to perform well, beating many of its peer countries and remaining
the envy of most, if not all, of the developed world’s economies. The continuing electoral victories
by Prime Minister Netanyahu reiterates the continued good guidance of the economy, something
tempered, as always, by security concerns. Indeed, in April 2018, Fitch Ratings affirmed Israel's
Long-Term Foreign- and Local-Currency Issuer Default Ratings (IDRs) at 'A+' with a Stable Outlook.
Map of Israel

The International Monetary Fund holds a favorable
forecast for Israel's economic growth for 2018, citing its
3.4% growth for 2017, amid otherwise conservative
projections for the rest of the global economy. The IMF
observed in March 2018 that Israel is enjoying solid
economic growth and low unemployment, making this an
especially favorable time to undertake reforms to help
sustain strong and inclusive growth. Israel's monetary
policy should continue to support the return of inflation to
the target band. Major progress has been achieved in
reducing public debt, a trend that should be maintained
while raising potential growth through sound investments
in education, health and infrastructure. Israel's GDP
growth rate has averaged some 1% from 1980 until 2016.
Indeed, the leading international credit ratings
agencies agree that Israel's economy could grow by an
average 3.1% annually between 2017 and 2020.
The Bank of Israel noted that Israel's GDP per capita (PPP) for Q4/17 was $39,400, rising
significantly over Q4/16's $37,800.
The economic outlook is favorable in the near term but challenges will increase over time. Growth
is expected to remain strong at about 3.5% in the next few years benefitting from the completion of
major projects. With trend productivity gains relatively modest at 1% annually, growth is projected
to average about 3% in subsequent years.

Israel Comparative OECD Annual GDP Growth: 2007 – 2016

Israel does face, according to the IMF, two major challenges to sustaining solid growth in the
longer run. Subgroups with lower average labor market skills and labor force participation,
especially ultra-Orthodox and to a lesser extent Arab Israelis, will rise as a share of the working age
population from one quarter in 2015, to one third by 2025, and two fifths by 2045. Moreover, Israel
faces sizable infrastructure needs, most evident in traffic congestion already the worst in the OECD,
which will increasingly drag on productivity as the population and per capita incomes rise.
The inflation rate, once the bugaboo of the economy, has been historically low. Core CPI inflation
remains below the 1–3% target range of the Bank of Israel (BoI), at 0.1% in January 2018, reflecting
the combined effects of the appreciation of the shekel, low inflation in key import sources, increased
competition and government measures to reduce the cost of living. Overall, Israel has averaged
1.7% inflation annually since 2011.
Following the March 2015 elections and the formation of a coalition government the following
May, Prime Minister Netanyahu has been working to usher in a spate of economic reforms. Much
of this process has been complicated as his narrow government has a number of recalcitrant
partners.
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Israel passed the budget for 2019 in mid-March 2018, earlier than normal due to political
considerations. The budget revised the deficit ceiling for 2019 to 2.9% of GDP from 2.5% of GDP
in the previous multiyear budget plan. The budget assumes a 5% increase in revenue over the
updated 2018 budget, slightly stronger than our forecast for overall nominal GDP growth in 2019.
Spending is planned to grow by 5.6%. This includes sizeable increases for education and other
social spending, as well as for defense and for infrastructure.
Natural gas fields discovered off Israel's coast since 2009 have brightened Israel's energy
security outlook. The Tamar and Leviathan fields were some of the world's largest offshore natural
gas finds of this past decade. The massive Leviathan field is not due to come online until 2018, but
production from Tamar provided a significant boost to Israel's GDP. For example, Israel's gas
royalties increased by 8.5% during the course of 2016.
The effect is also being felt regionally. Natural gas from Israel's offshore Tamar reservoir began
flowing to Jordan in early 2017. Despite the initial small amount of gas, it is being delivered via a
special pipeline built in the Dead Sea. In December 2016, government ministers from Israel,
Greece, and Cyprus agreed to continue their promotion of a natural gas pipeline from Israel to
Europe. This is not only an economic boon to Israel, but a strategic breakthrough for Western
Europe, freeing it from dependence on Russian gas.
Between 2004 and 2011, Israel's economic growth averaged nearly 5% per year, led by exports.
The global financial crisis of 2008 - 09 spurred a brief recession in Israel, but the country entered
the crisis with solid fundamentals, following years of prudent fiscal policy and a resilient banking
sector. Israel's economy has also weathered the so-called Arab Spring because strong trade ties
outside the Middle East have insulated the economy from spillover effects. The economy has
recovered better than most advanced, comparably sized economies, but slowing demand
domestically and internationally, and a strong shekel, has reduced growth forecasts for the next
decade to the 3% level.
Israel, known worldwide as the “Start-Up Nation,” excels in all hi-tech sectors. This prowess is
bolstered by the defense sector and there is an intimate relationship between these two spheres.

The percentage of Israelis engaged in scientific and technological inquiry and the amount spent
on R&D in relation to the GDP is amongst the highest in the world. Israel ranks fourth in the world
in scientific activity, as measured by the number of scientific publications per million citizens. Israel's
percentage of the total number of scientific articles published worldwide is almost 10 times higher
than its percentage of the world's population. Despite its small population relative to other
industrialized nations around the world, Israel has the highest number of scientists, technicians, and
engineers per capita in the world with 140 scientists, technicians, and engineers per 10,000
employees. In comparison, the equivalent number is 85 per 10,000 in the United States and 83 per
10,000 in Japan.
Israel's Overall Imports of Consumer Goods

The economy is also supported by strengths in electronic and biomedical equipment, agricultural
products, processed foods, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, and transport equipment. Recent
discoveries of large off-shore natural gas reserves have the potential to make Israel a net energy
exporter in the near future.
Israel has been a member of the OECD since 2010. In 1985, the United States and Israel
concluded a Free Trade Accord, the first official such agreement by Washington with a foreign
country. Israel currently also has free trade agreements with the European Union, the European
Free Trade Association, Turkey, Mexico, Canada, Jordan, Egypt and the Mercosur trade bloc.
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Basic Economic & Trade Statistics – 2017
Population:
Inflation:
GDP:
GDP per capita:
Business Product:
FDI Inflow:
Exports of Goods & Services:
Import of Goods & Services:

8.84 million (2.1% annual growth)
0.1% (January 2018) (0.4% for 2017)
$350.81 billion (PPP), +3.4% growth est. for 2018
$39,400 (PPP), +1.5% growth in 2017
+6% (+3.9% growth)
$56.7 billion
$95.6 billion (+5.4%)
$90.9 billion (+8.7%)

Imports from the United States:
Exports to the United States:
Israel Trade Surplus with US:

$12.544 billion
$21.947 billion
$9.4 billion

Israel recorded an overall trade deficit of $9.4 billion in 2017 due to the fact that the Israeli exports
have been hurt by a strong shekel.
Total Israeli imports, excluding defense imports, rose by 10.2%, and overall consumption,
excluding defense consumption, grew by 4.3%.
Canadian imports from Israel were worth $976 million in 2017, as opposed to exports of only
$304 million. EU exports to Israel for 2017 amounted to $26.14 billion against imports worth $18
billion, leaving Israel with a deficit of $8.13 billion.

Israel – Ukraine Trade
According to the State Statistics Service of Ukraine, in 2017 the total trade turnover (goods and
services) between Israel and Ukraine amounted to $973.4 million, marking an increase of 13%
compared to 2016, which was $861.3 million. Ukrainian exports totaled $781.4 million, an 18.6%
increase, while imports from Israel were worth $192 million, registering a 6.1% drop in annual terms.
For 2017, Ukraine enjoyed a trade surplus of $589.4 million with Israel.
For 2017, the trade in goods alone amounted to made $772.5 million, a 14.7% increase (worth
$99.2 million) over the previous year. Ukrainian exports were worth $604.6 million, marking a 23.8%
annual increase, while imports from Israel were $167.9 million, a 9.2% decrease, resulting in a
Ukrainian trade surplus of $436.7 million.
The main exports from Ukraine to Israel were: cereals (46.5%), ferrous metals (25.9%), oil seeds
and oleaginous plants (7.9%), food industry byproducts (4.8%), wood (1.7%), oil (1.6%) and milling
industry products (1.2%).
Main imports from Israel to Ukraine were: various chemical products (39.8 %), refined mineral
fuel, oil and related products (9.2 %), plastics & polymers (8.6 %), nuclear reactors, boilers and
related machinery (5.5 %), electric machines (5 %) pharmaceutical products (4.4 %) and goods
procured in ports (6.2 %).

In 2017, bi-lateral trade in services amounted to $200.9 million and increased by 6.9% or $12.9
million compared to the previous year. Export amounted to $176.8 million and increased by 5%,
while imports were $24.1 million and increased by 23.1%.
Israel to Sign 5 Major Free-Trade Agreements in 2018
Israel's Economy and Industry Ministry is currently involved in free-trade negotiations with five
major economies and deals are expected to be signed this year. The talks are being held with South
Korea, Vietnam, India, China, and the Eurasian Customs Union, an economic bloc comprising
Russia, Kyrgyzstan, Belarus, Kazakhstan and Armenia.
Additional free-trade talks, with Colombia, Panama and Ukraine, recently ended successfully.
Israel already has free-trade agreements with some of the world's largest markets, including the
United States, the European Union, and Mexico. Some 70% of Israeli exports go to countries with
which Israel has free-trade agreements. Israeli officials are also working on amendments to the
existing agreement with the European Free Trade Association, comprising Iceland, Liechtenstein,
Norway and Switzerland.
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PART II: ISRAEL FURNITURE MARKET
OVERVIEW
The available literature on the market, as well as numerous telephone interviews conducted by
our office with companies and other players active in the furniture sector, indicate that although the
Israeli market is a fairly full one, with a varied array of furniture and related accessories, the market
is always willing to consider new, quality and relatively affordable products.
Many of the products found in the local market, both in terms of imports and locally produced
items, are similar to the kinds of furniture products made in Ukraine.
While traditional marketing routes, such as single location or chain stores, still predominate, open
air markets are also not unknown. Additionally, a growing number of online sites (including via
Facebook) are being used to promote the sale of all types of furniture locally.
Though some of the Israeli importers exclusively represent one or even a select group of choice
manufacturers, others import from a number of countries and sell directly to their customers. Most
furniture in Israel is sold by privately owned, single outlet stores, as opposed to chain stores.
NOTE ON STATISTICS: Save for the hard data available concerning national statistics, most of
the data on furniture imports and domicile sizes are estimates at best. Furniture is classified
differently between countries, making an accurate comparison of imports difficult. To that end, these
statistics need to be viewed predominantly as illustrative indicators.

ISRAEL FURNITURE SECTOR
The most recent available statistics (2015) found that Israel's average expenditure on furniture
was NIS 6.94 billion (or, at the 2015 exchange rate of NIS 3.8 = US$1, some $1.826 billion). This
was an improvement over NIS 6.6 billion in sales in 2013, which in itself was a 3% increase over
2012. The survey also shows that sales of furniture items manufactured in Israel constitute 75% of
the total revenue of the industry.

Israeli Consumer Behavior
According to a survey conducted by the Geocartography Institute for the Furniture Industries
Association of the Manufacturers' Association, 50% of local customers said that they prefer Israeli
made furniture. The main reasons for this preference are the perception that Israeli furniture is more
suited to the needs of buyers (80%) and the desire to encourage local Israeli production (47%). On
the other hand, 8% of the respondents stated that they prefer to buy imported furniture, with the
main reason for this preference being the perception of better quality.
The average expenditure of Israelis on household furniture has fallen to NIS 7,000 ($1,842) a
year, compared to an average of NIS 8,350 ($2,197) in 2005, a drop of 27% in a decade.

This figure is consistent with another finding from the survey, according to which the number one
attraction for purchasing a new piece of furniture is the price. Some 63% of the respondents cited
price as the reason for the purchase, while 45% cited product quality as the primary reason for
purchase.
The survey also showed that 52% of Israelis decide which furniture to buy mainly on the
recommendation of friends or acquaintances, while 24% rely on recommendations they read online
and 49% choose the item according to their in-store impressions.
Only 2% of respondents said that advertising on the radio led them to purchase furniture, only
4% were affected by the billboard purchase process and 11% were influenced by television
advertising. Newspaper advertising turns out to be relatively more effective, as 17% said they were
influenced by the furniture advertisements they saw in the newspaper.

Frequency of Change
In 2014, 40% of Israeli households renewed a new seating system, 26% renewed a closet or
closet system, 21% purchased a new bed and 5% of the Israeli households renewed a system of
baby room furniture.
It was found that Israelis changed their bedrooms most frequently among all other furniture
products in the home. On average, this is done every seven years. In contrast to the bedrooms,
the Israelis change dining areas and living rooms every eight years, while mattresses are replaced
every nine years. The kitchen is replaced by Israelis at the lowest rate – some 14 years on average.
According to BDI data, the kitchen market revenues in Israel amounted to NIS 1.5 billion in 2013,
an increase of 4% compared to 2012. Some 89% of the financial sales of kitchens in 2014 were
made as part of the renovation of homes, amounting to NIS 1.38 billion. In total, 65,000 kitchens
were purchased as part of renovations. The large chains held a 53% share of the total kitchen
income, equivalent to NIS 821 million.

Turning Point of 2014
In 2015, there were some 2,300 furniture stores in Israel, with 1,700 stores in the central and
northern regions. These accounted for 74% of all stores in the industry, many in industrial zones on
the outskirts of urban areas. Though the sector has seen growth since that time, things did not
always look that way.
The year 2014 was a rough one for the sector, as a local manufacturer (Ein Harod) and the
Debany and Design furniture chains declared bankruptcy. This followed the closure of the Austrian
chain Kika in 2012. Data from the business information company BDI-COFACE showed that the
payment ethics in the wood and furniture industry in 2014 was characterized by significant delays.
Thus, the number of days of credit that prevailed in the industry during that year was 117, compared
to 98 days in the other sectors of the economy.
As a result, even today many retail outlets hold little stock, preferring instead to have a number
of floor models and then place a consolidated order from the overseas manufacturer. Relatively fast
changes in popular styles and tastes could potentially leave a retailer with a lot of unsold
merchandise. While there is great importance attached to the location of the branch in order to
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attract consumers, sales are the final determinant. Cash flow, when a period of relaxation begins in
shopping, may get chains and single store outlets into difficulties.

On-Line Purchases
A growing factor in the sector is that of on-line purchases. Clearly the statistics, which include
household goods as well as all furniture, are not reflected on high or even medium end furniture.
Currently, only 5% of all consumer purchases in Israel are made on-line, mostly in the supermarket
and grocery sector. Nevertheless, half of those people making on-line purchases reported buying
furniture or housewares via the internet. Those purchases were worth an estimated NIS 600 million
($170 million) in 2018; 46% replying that the purchase was made based on price, while 25% cited
ease of purchase and only 17% due to the product offering itself.
The online furniture market makes up approximately 1% of the total market. There are three
main types of players in the online trading market - DIY networks (such as Home Center), large
traditional furniture chains (such as IKEA and A.P. Designs Group) and a personal import site from
China (ChinaBuy)
Since 2013, Home Center has operated an online trading site that offers the same range of
products sold in the store, including a wide range of furniture and household products. Also in 2013,
IKEA has offered online purchase of its products in Israel. In 2015, the AP Designs Group launched
the company, which includes Carmel Carpets, Betili and IDdesign (brand) discounted for young
people called Urban, sold in physical stores and on the website that replaced the site MyHomePage.
Other companies in the group may follow Urban and launch commercial sites
Around 2016, the Israeli website of ChinaBuy International Group was launched. The site offers
a wide range of furniture made in China for online purchase. Trade and customer service are
conducted entirely in Hebrew.
In March 2018, Mashkal, the brand acquired by the Weisman Group two years ago, is currently
being marketed exclusively via an online sales site specializing in baby furniture. Research shows
that with regard to online purchasing patterns in Israel, there is significant growth in both the
proportion of Israelis purchasing products online and in the frequency and number of purchases.
These are growing thanks to motives such as cost-effective prices, as the main drivers seem to be
convenience, time savings and a wide product offering.

Israel Furniture Imports
Based on comparative statistics from 2016, Israel imported $334 million worth of products
classified as furniture, excluding seats or mattresses. As noted above, as many countries classify
furniture with slight variations, these statistics are illustrative, albeit approximations to the real
figures.
Israel Furniture Import Statistics

Country
China
Italy
Cyprus
Germany
Turkey
Hong Kong
United States
France
Spain
Great Britain
Bulgaria
Netherlands
Poland
Switzerland
Ukraine

Import (USD)
73,898,000
67,762,000
54,698,000
20,722,000
18,847,000
13,858,000

Import (%)
22%
20%
16%
6.20%
5.60%
4.10%

13,386,000

4.00%

8,180,000
6,264,000
5,482,000
5,466,000
4,810,000
4,278,000
4,007,000
445,000

2.40%
1.90%
1.60%
1.60%
1.40%
1.30%
1.20%
0.13%

The total amount of furniture excluding seats imported into Israel in 2016 was worth some $334
million. China and Italy were the main sources, while Cyprus served more as a transit point for
products from various sources.
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Israel Seats Import Statistics

For products classified as seats, Israel imported $253 million worth of products in 2016. While
again lead by China and Italy, Turkey is another important source.
Given that a great deal of lumber (especially pine) is cut in Turkey, it bolsters the country's
position as a source of low cost chairs and other seats.
Country
China
Italy
Turkey
Cyprus
Honk Kong
United States
Poland
France
Germany
Bulgaria
Great Britain
Netherlands
Ukraine

Import( USD)
88,920,000
48,251,000
21,462,000
19,638,000
12,241,000
10,527,000
8,533,000
5,964,000
4,550,000
4,538,000
3,832,000
2,615,000
27,000

Import (%)
35%
19%
8.50%
7.80%
4.80%
4.20%
3.40%
2.40%
1.80%
1.80%
1.50%
1.00%
0.01%

Israel Mattresses Import Statistics
For mattresses alone, Israeli imports were worth $46.1 million in 2016. This is significant given
the established local manufacturing industry in Israel for mattresses.

Country
China
Cyprus
Denmark
Honk Kong
India
Italy
Turkey
Germany
United States
Ukraine

Import (USD)
23,382,000
9,023,000
3,326,000
2,056,000
1,798,000
1,283,000
1,211,000
897,000
808,000
2,000

Import
51%
20%
7.20%
4.50%
3.90%
2.80%
2.60%
1.90%
1.80%
0.000000043%

The mattresses imported into Israel in 2016 were worth some $46.1 million.
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Sources of Competition
Most Israeli companies import their furniture from China, or they private manufacture it in China
and import it to Israel to take advantage of the competitive pricing and cheap labor. Moreover, the
second most attractive sources are Italy and Spain. Imported Italian and Spanish furniture is
dominant in the Israeli Market and enjoy competitive prices and designs. In addition, some Israeli
companies are working exclusively with Italian companies, refusing to deal with any other line or
have certified dealers.
Our office was able to ascertain that many Israeli importers and retailers often utilize contract
manufacturing in cheaper countries. The Israel firms send European designs to be manufactured
by contractors in such places as China or Eastern Europe, which are then sold in Israel. They are
marketed as European designs, even though there is no European brand name on the product.
It is important to note that many Italian, Spanish, Turkish and German designed furniture is made
in the same fashion. Indeed, a number of Italian lines are sold to Israel via their Chinese subcontracted manufacturing plants.

A Note on Israel – China Trade
China has become Israel's largest trade partner in Asia and Israel's third largest global trade
partner. For 2017, Israel's imports of goods by country of origin (excl. diamonds) amounted to $62.4
billion. Some 14.4% ($9 billion) of the total imports (excl. diamonds) originated from China, an
increase of 0.8% compared with 2016. USA exports made up 11.4% ($7.1 billion) of Israel's total
imports (excl. diamonds), down by 0.9% compared with 2016.
In recent years, Chinese companies have become gradually more active in making investments
in Israel from the traditional sectors to medical services, clean technology and internet. Investment
from China in Israeli technology totaled $15 billion over the past seven years – from practically zero
before that.
Some leading Chinese firms such as Huawei, Legend and Xiaomi have set up R&D centers in
Israel. For example, Bright Food Group has purchased Tnuva, the largest food manufacturing
company in Israel.
Many local furniture manufacturers, joined by higher end product importers, have charged that
there is dumping of cheap furniture from China. They claim much of it is not of high quality, which
allows it to offer a significant reduction in the price to the consumer.
Indeed, it is not uncommon for consumers to even ask if a product is made in China, as Chinese
products' reputation does not justify the low prices asked.
Other import sources into Israel include products from Turkey, Germany, India and recently, even
Poland.
Quality and designed furniture from Western European countries have become available in the
country at reasonable prices as well. These furniture items are characterized by high standards of
quality and design and many customers choose them for home furnishings.

The Palestinian Authority
Another important source of furniture in Israel is that manufactured in the Palestinian Authority.
The Palestinian Authority furniture industry, centered in Nablus, usually copies European furniture
designs that are popular among Israeli consumers. Small workshops located in the Palestinian
Authority supply the gamut of furniture types to Israeli retail outlets, many times at better than
competitive prices and certainly higher levels of quality than items imported from China.
It is estimated that there are some 2,500 furniture manufacturers in the Palestinian Authority, but
approximately only half this number makes household furniture.

The IKEA Effect on the Israeli Furniture Market
Another major player in the Israeli furniture market is the Swedish
ready-to-assemble retail furniture chain IKEA. Opening their first
branch in April 2001, the company now has four branches (the latest
store opened in Beer Sheva in February 2018). With the opening of the
new store, IKEA expects 900,000 customers to buy 3 million items at its Israeli stores in 2018. A
fifth branch for the Jerusalem region is currently under discussion.
In order to promote itself to certain sectors, in February 2017 the company released a specialized
catalogue for ultra-Orthodox Jews in Israel, which features men and boys, but no women, and has
them studying religious texts in the photos. The catalogue was IKEA's first such attempt to reach
out to that community, which makes up some 10% of Israel's population.
It was also found that the prices at IKEA's Israeli outlets are some 30% above the prices in Britain
and the Netherlands. The same items bought in Israel cost about 24% more than in France and
Sweden. Transportation and logistics costs are cited as the reasons for these price differences.
Nevertheless, even with these price increases, IKEA still offers an attractive range of prices in the
furniture and home design market in Israel.

The demand in the furniture sector is a constant in the Israeli retail scene, albeit there is a fine
balance between the desire for quality tempered by pressures for lower prices.
Both domestic and international suppliers do best when they can offer a varied product offering,
whereby the retail outlet only needs to work with one or a few suppliers. This simplifies not only the
local approval or certification process, but also makes an attractive offering for the various retail
outlets.
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Israel's Housing – Size is an Additional Factor
The Israeli construction industry is characterized by sharp fluctuations in volume of activity. This
industry is sensitive to change in overall business activity and the fluctuations tend to influence the
entire economy. The access to affordable housing has been a salient issue in Israel, it is not
uncommon that families will compromise on room size for the sake of an affordable house they can
own.

Israeli Household Sizes
In 2013, 63% of Israeli households lived in a standard apartment in a residential building, 11%
lived in a roof apartment, a garden apartment or a duplex apartment, 14% lived in a single private
home and another 12% lived in a two-family "cottage." According to population groups and per
capita gross income per household, it was found that 69% of the Jewish households whose gross
income per capita was less than NIS 2,000 per month lived in an apartment in a residential building,
compared to 55% of the Arab households at the same income level.
The higher the gross per capita income in a household, the fewer households lived in an
apartment in a building and more lived in a private home or cottage. Some 22% of the Jewish
households whose gross monthly income was less than NIS 2,000 per person lived in a private
home or a cottage compared with 32% of the Jewish households whose monthly income was more
than NIS 4,000 per capita. Some 23% of Arab-Israeli households whose gross monthly income was
less than NIS 2,000 per person lived in a private home or a cottage compared with 41% of the ArabIsraeli households whose monthly income was more than NIS 4,000.
Jerusalem's housing density in 2016 was more than one person per room (1.2), the highest of
the other eight large cities, and higher than the national average of 0.88.
Between 2010 – 2016, there was an increase in the number of large dwellings constructed in
Jerusalem. The most significant increase was in the number of six-room apartments, which
increased by 358% in these years compared to 2003-2009. The number of five-room apartments
increased by 80% between the two periods, and the number of four-room apartments increased by
43%.
In 2016, the average area of an apartment in Jerusalem was 81 m². Between 2002 to 2016, the
average area of an apartment in Jerusalem increased by 5 m², from 76 to 81 m². The Jewish
neighborhoods that recorded the smallest average apartment size were Giv’at HaMatos (35 m²),
Katamon Tet (48 m²) and in Nahlaot (49 m²). Neighborhoods with the largest average apartment
size were recorded in Ramot Alon (146 m²), Motza (130 m²), Malha (128 m²) and in Pisgat Ze’ev
East (127 m²). These latter areas are all relatively new neighborhoods.
Overall, most Israeli apartments and homes have small rooms, especially when compared to the
US. A comfortable 3 bedroom apartment may only be around 100 m². An average bedroom is
between 8 - 10 m², except if the apartment or house has been designed or built according to other
specifications.

Ukrainian Households
By way of comparison with the situation in Israel, Ukrainian households are almost equally split
between residents of flats in multifamily housing and those in individual housing buildings. Individual
housing dominates in rural areas with 92.1% of households living in individual houses. In urban
areas, 25% of households live in individual houses and 45.5% of these households are in small
cities and towns.
The bulk of the housing stock consists of 2 to 3 room housing units, where more than 70% of all
households live. There are 45.5 million rooms in the occupied housing stock; thus, the deficit of
rooms needed to reach a “one room per person” standard of habitation is 100,000 rooms (0.2% of
the existing occupied stock of rooms in residential premises).
The average size of a dwelling in Ukraine was 56 m² in 2010, according to the National Statistical
Office. Historically, this was a record high. In 2010, when compared to Ukraine's main peers, the
average size of a dwelling in Poland was 70.9 m², 39.2 m² in Romania and 53.7 m² in Russia.
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Israel's Average Domicile Sizes
A Typical 3 Bedroom (4 Room) Apartment in Israel

Below, although it is a simplistic generalization, are some typical examples of furniture and their
average sizes as found in Israeli homes:

Examples of Averaged Sized Typical Home Furnishings in Israel

Dining table for 6: 180 cm. x 100 cm.
Dining chair seat-size: 50 x 50 cm.

2 seat couch: 160 x 90
3 seat couch: 220 x 90

Single beds: Usually 70 x 190 to 80 x 190

Youth beds: 120 x 190

Double beds (range):
140 x 190/200
160 x 190/200
180 x 190/200
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Part 3: Examples of Israeli Furniture
Manufacturers
There were some 1,232 Israeli furniture manufacturers active in the field in 2017.

Listed below are some of the leading local manufacturers, including their web sites for review.
Despite the fact that most of the sites are in Hebrew only, this does provide a vantage point from
which to review what is made or available in Israel. A number of the manufacturers also supplement
their offerings with complementary imported lines.

Selected Israeli Furniture Manufacturers by Sub-Sector
Living Room Sets
Shomrat Hazorea
Hen Furniture
Gallery Moti Dahan
Living Room
Si Rahit
Idan Haetz
House in Furniture
Foton Company
Kibbutz 3 Furniture
Emek Ayalon Furniture

Baby Furniture
Aviv Furniture Industries
Si Rahit
House in Furniture
Doron Furniture
Emek Ayalon Furniture

Bedrooms
Shomrat Hazorea
Gallery Moti Dahan
Living Room
Aviv Furniture Industries
Si Rahit
Idan Haetz
House in Furniture
Rehutim
Degem Rehitim
Kibbutz 3 Furniture
Emek Ayalon Furniture

Sideboards/Buffet
Gallery Moti Dahan
Living Room
Rehutim
Degem Rehitim
Kibbutz 3 Furniture
Emek Ayalon Furniture

Chairs/ Sofas
Shomrat Hazorea
Hen Furniture
Living Room
Idan Haetz
House in Furniture
Degem Rehitim
Foton Company
Kibbutz 3 Furniture
Emek Ayalon Furniture

Dining Room
Tables
Gallery Moti Dahan
Living Room
Si Rahit
Idan Haetz
Rehutim
Degem Rehitim
Kibbutz 3 Furniture

1.Shomrat Hazorea (https://www.shw.co.il/) is a furniture and home
design company. For decades, the company has maintained its position as
a leading Israeli brand in the fields of design, quality, knowledge, tradition and experience in wood.
The furniture collection of Shomrat Hazorea is characterized by a contemporary style and adapted
to the needs of the Israeli customer.
2. Hen Furniture (http://www.hen-furniture.com/) is a leading factory store in
Israel specializing in manufacturing, marketing and exporting seating systems and
the manufacture for most of the largest retail chains and stores in Israel. See also:
https://www.facebook.com/HenFurniture

3.Gallery Moti Dahan (http://www.kcodeint.wixsite.com/mdgallery/) develops
and integrates new ideas from Israel and around the world. Experts in the field of
wood and the entire range of design and production, the business has the ability
to identify and adapt global trends in design according to the taste, culture and
Israeli demand. .
4.Living Room (http://www.livingroom.co.il/) has specialized in
designing and manufacturing home furniture for over 60 years,
growing from a small factory to a chain of stores. The Living Room
chain offers a wide range of salons, dining areas, sofas, armchairs, upholstered beds,
sideboards, and a variety of home furnishings, which can be ordered in any size, shade
and type of upholstery, leather or cloth, high finish, modern design and three year
warranty.
5.Aviv Furniture Industries (http://www.aviv-furniture.com/) was
founded in 1968 and today markets its products to furniture dealers,
stores and exhibitions of the furniture sector throughout Israel. The
company’s production line uses raw materials imported from Spain, according to Israeli
and European standards.

6.Si Rahit (http://si-rahit.co.il/) designs, manufactures and markets a
wide range of furniture at competitive prices. The company was
established in 1988 and has more than 100,000 private and institutional
customers. The company has a showroom, covering 1,000 square
meters that allows each customer to find a variety of furniture.
7.Idan Haetz (http://www.idan-haetz.co.il/) was founded in 1999 and specializes
in designing and manufacturing a wide range of wooden furniture and seating
systems. The company also specializes in all types of dining areas and bedrooms,
as well as custom items. It has six points of sale located in the furniture centers in
Rishon LeZion and Ashdod. See also:
https://www.facebook.com/pg/IdanHtz/about/?ref=page_internal
8.House In Furniture (https://www.housein.co.il) is a leading
company in the design and manufacture of solid wood furniture for
children's and youth rooms as well as custom-made furniture for the
whole house.
FB: https://www.facebook.com/Housein.Furniture
9.Rihutim (http://www.rehutim.com) has been designing and
manufacturing classic furniture for 20 years. Rihutim emphasizes the
quality and high level of finish. Rehutim specializes in the production
of buffets, dining areas and complementary items in a variety of unique styles, giving the
hospitality environment elegance and warmth in the design of the house.

`

10.Doron Furniture Company (http://www.doron1949.co.il) was founded
in 1949 and specializes in manufacturing furniture for children's and youth
rooms. The furniture is sold in Doron Furniture outlets nationwide. Today, the
company owns a modern and innovative factory, 11 branches and records
sales of about 100 orders a day. Over the years, quality has risen
immeasurably while consumer prices have fallen by about 30%
11.Wishes Tree (http://www.wishes-tree.com), founded in Israel in 1932, is a
carpentry atelier specializing in premium custom made extension tables. Wishes
Tree’s patents provide easy expansion or opening from a basic, “closed” state of
the table to an enormous designed table, convenient and secure, all without
compromising style.
12.Degem Rehitim (http://www.degemltd.co.il/) was established in
1968 and presents a wide range of furniture products, including high
quality chairs, tables and dining areas. The company specializes in
manufacturing and marketing chairs, tables and other complementary
furniture, while maintaining high standards of quality. The factory's products are sold in
select stores throughout the country and their furniture can be seen in restaurants, hotels
and old age homes.
13.Art Décor (https://www.artdecor.net/) began in 1997 as a
buying office for all market chains in Israel. The company deals
with a range of home products such as furniture, home textiles,
bathroom accessories, lighting, tableware, entertainment accessories, gardening,
outdoor furniture & light camping equipment. Over the last few years, Art Décor has
become a dynamic international company.
Art Décor has entrepreneurial experts in China as well as in other locations in the Far East and
has established offices in Shenzhen in China and in Ho Chi Minh City in Vietnam. It has expertise
in the following areas:
• Developing suitable products that meet the needs of the consumer market in the country of
destination.
• Creating a joint overall concept of the product line.
• Revising and checking the finished quality of the developed products.
• Controlling the timetable schedule of production dates.
• Arranging suitable packaging & dispatch of the goods.

1.Futon City (http://www.foton.co.il/) was founded in 1991. The company
is currently the only company in Israel that creates original futons and
orthopedic mattresses. It has a manufacturing plant that produces futon
mattresses, futon beds, children's and youth rooms, solid wood and custommade home furnishings.
2.Kibbutz 3 Furniture (https://www.3furniture.com/) specializes in
handmade furniture products, mainly the full wood products –
bedrooms, buffets and tables. The company imports leather salons
from Europe. The company’s furniture includes: custom made sliding
wardrobes, bedrooms, dining room tables, sofas, couches and armchairs for children. It
has 8 branches nationwide (Afula, Haifa, Netanya, Jerusalem, Petah Tikva, Rishon
LeZion, Ashdod and Beer Sheva). See also: https://www.facebook.com/3furniture
3.Emek Ayalon Furniture (http://www.emekayalon.co.il/) are
manufacturers of bedrooms, children's rooms, youth sofas, dining
areas, buffets and more. They also exclusively import seating systems
from Cubo Rosso (Italy) and Steinhof (Germany), as well as selling
Israel's Medi Comfort mattresses.
FB: https://www.facebook.com/ayalon.furniture/
4.April Furniture Industries (https://www.april-f.co.il) manufactures and
markets dining room tables and chairs for more than 30 years. The company has
three sales outlets: Kiryat Bialik, Afula and Sdot Yam. Dining room tables are
carefully designed and can be chosen from the existing gallery of models or
custom ordered.

`

Recommendations and Conclusion
As demonstrated above, the Israeli furniture market is an active sector with products entering
from China, Europe, and the Far East, as well as local production making a contribution.
There is a great demand for this sector, yet one tempered a great deal by price. A wide product
offering is attractive for importers, who would prefer to deal with companies that manufacture the
largest number of products. This simplifies the local approval or certification process, as well as
making an attractive offering for the various retail outlets.

EXPORT PROMOTION OFFICE
Export Promotion Office (EPO) is a
consultative and advisory body under the
Ministry of Economic Development and
Trade of Ukraine, that has been founded as
a one-stop-shop to help Ukrainian exporters
in opening new markets.
The strategic goal of the EPO is to help
Ukrainian business to become successful in
international markets by: developing the
export competencies of Ukrainian business,
ensuring partnership and cooperation
between Ukrainian and foreign businesses
and promoting Ukrainian products and
services abroad.

EPO provides assistance in the following
areas: Export consulting, Export education,
Trade missions and B2B meetings, B2G
platform, SheExports platform.
We aim to create a full-scale export
promotion institution as a one window entry
point and ensure an export-oriented
ecosystem that will include government
institutions and the business community.
EPO is supported by the Western NIS
Enterprise Fund, The Expert Deployment for
Governance and Economic Growth (EDGE)
Project and EU4Business initiative.

@exportpromotionoffice
info@epo.org.ua
www.epo.org.ua

@EPOukr

EU4BUSINESS INITIATIVE
The program is being implemented by
the European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (EBRD) and funded
under the EU4Business initiative of the
European Union.

The EU4Business initiative brings together
all EU programs aimed at supporting small
and medium-sized enterprises in the
Eastern Partnership region, which includes
the EU, its member states and six partner
countries: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus,
Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine. More
detailed information on the official website

www.eu4business.eu
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